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In this article, we explore the dissipation dynamics of a strongly coupled multidimensional

system in contact with a Markovian bath following a system-bath approach. We use in this

endeavour the recently developed stochastic Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree

approach within the Monte Carlo wave packet formalism [J. Chem. Phys. 156, 094109

(2022)]. The method proved to yield thermalized ensembles of wave packets when in-

tramolecular coupling is weak. To treat strongly coupled systems, new Lindblad dissipative

operators are constructed as linear combinations of the system coordinates and associated

momenta. These are obtained by an unitary transformation to a normal mode representa-

tion, which reduces intermode coupling up to second order. Additionally, we use combina-

tions of generalized raising/lowering operators to enforce the Boltzmann distribution in the

dissipation operators, which yield perfect thermalization in the harmonic limit. The two

ansatz are tested using a model two-dimensional hamiltonian parameterized to disentangle

the effects of intramolecular potential coupling, of strong mode mixing observed in Fermi

resonances, and of anharmonicity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studying the quantum dynamics of a multidimensional system is a demanding task. Theoretical

studies are generally difficult because the computational cost for the representation of the wave-

function increases exponentially with the number of coupled degrees of freedom. The contact with

an environment exacerbates this problem, as it leads to decoherence and energy exchange with the

system. A prominent example of such complex dynamics is the scattering of molecules from sur-

faces, which shed light on energy transfer during collision events, with potential application to

heterogeneous catalysis. Other examples are calculations of vibrational relaxation rates induced

by strong anharmonic coupling in polyatomic molecules – at the frontier of quantum dynamics,

chemical kinetics and spectroscopy1 – but also at solid-gas interfaces or for liquids, as well as

of photodissociation or photoionization rates (for a recent review on experimental and theoretical

methods see also the book on molecular spectroscopy and quantum dynamics2). Although a full

quantum mechanical description of such processes remains computationally challenging, different

techniques such as the time-dependent discrete variable representation3–5 or the multiconfigura-

tion time-dependent Hartree method6,7 and its multilayer extension8,9 are nowadays available to

study their dynamics.

Yet, it is possible (and often more efficient) to resort to a statistical approach in which the quan-

tum dynamics is described by a density matrix. That is, it is sufficient to focus on the dynamics of

a certain subsystem of strongly interacting particles, which interact weakly with a large environ-

ment. Such situation can be be handled by the so called “system-bath”10–12 approach, where the

system is tackled fully quantum mechanically, while the bath acts as a reservoir for energy transfer.

The strategy is to carry out calculations on reduced density matrices describing the system, while

their interaction with the environment is dealt with in a Master equation treatment of open quan-

tum systems.1,13 In this context, the dynamics of systems coupled to fermionic reservoirs, such

as electron transfer in molecular wires,14,15 was studied using time-local and time-nonlocal non-

Markovian quantum master equations. Further, the open system quantum dynamics of heat engines

has been modeled by system-bath partition in the framework of quantum thermodynamics.16,17

Recent advances have also shown how it is possible to include explicitly the coupling of an ad-

sorbate to a thermal bath of phonons in molecule-surface scattering simulations18–20 within the

mean field approximation. Dissipative dynamics of model reactions in the condensed phase were

also examined using quantum master equations.21,22 Following a different direction, the quantum
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dynamics of model dissipative systems was also explored using a hydrodynamic description of

quantum densities.23,24 The realm of applications of dissipative quantum dynamics is thus very

broad.

In previous work,25 we examined the possibility of describing an open quantum system with

energy dissipation and population relaxation in connection to a thermostat within the Lindblad

formalism. This new method complements other work in high dimensional system-bath dynam-

ics.26–43 In our approach, a Markovian master equation27,44 is derived for a Lindblad operator in

sum-of-product form. The master equation is solved by propagation of stochastic wave packets45

using the Monte Carlo Wave Packet (MCWP) methodology,46–49 which is now implemented in

the Heidelberg Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) code.50 The method was

benchmarked for a two-dimensional vibrational model system. The population of different states

was found to behave thermally within their statistical fluctuations in the weak intramolecular cou-

pling regime. For strong coupling, a hyperthermal behaviour was observed, which originates from

both intramolecular coupling and anharmonicity, and which lacks a sound physical interpretation.

In this paper, we present solutions to overcome the unphysical hyperthermal behaviour. First,

we introduce a linear coordinate transformation to reduce the potential coupling upto second or-

der, similarly to a normal mode picture. Secondly, we introduce generalized raising/lowering

operators to enforce thermal behaviour more pertinently. The paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, the dissipative operators and their rotation to normal coordinates are discussed. Section

III describes the different model systems used to benchmark the new approach. In Section IV,

the thermalization dynamics of the different model systems is studied. Section V presents our

conclusions.

II. THEORY

The reduced density matrix (RDM) formalism is a powerful approach to study dynamics of a

system in contact with an environment. The coupling between the system and the environment is

typically weak, and the latter is large enough to act as a bath and remain in thermal equilibrium at

all times. The RDM, ρ̂(t), evolves in time according to the Liouville-von Neumann equation

∂ ρ̂(t)

∂ t
=− i

h̄
[Ĥ, ρ̂(t)]+ L̂D ρ̂(t) . (1)

The coherent evolution of the system under the effect of the system hamiltonian, Ĥ, is described by

the first term on the right-hand-side. If the time during which coherences survive within the bath
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is shorter than the typical timescale of the system dynamics, the bath does not have the memory of

the interaction with the system and the dynamics is local in time. The Liouville superoperator L̂D

describing the dynamics of such Markovian systems can be expressed in the Lindblad form as

L̂Dρ̂(t) =
f

∑
k=1

Mop

∑
j=1

(

Âk j ρ̂(t) Â
†
k j −

1
2

[

Â
†
k j Âk j, ρ̂(t)

]

+

)

(2)

where f is the total number of degrees of freedom and Mop is the number of operators for each

mode k. The Lindblad operators Âk j describe each a specific dissipative channel.

The Monte Carlo Wave Packet (MCWP) method46–49 proposes a stochastic unraveling of

Eq. (1). It reproduces exactly the time-evolution of the reduced density matrix from the dynamics

of an ensemble of Nr wave packets,

ρ̂(t) =
1

Nr

Nr

∑
r=1

|Ψ(r)(t)〉〈Ψ(r)(t)| (3)

Here, |Ψ(r)(t)〉 is a wavepacket realization of the system. Each realization evolves independently

in time according to a stochastic Schrödinger equation of the form

|dΨ(r)(t)〉=− i
h̄

(

Ĥ +
ih̄
2

f

∑
k=1

Mop

∑
j=1

||Âk jΨ
(r)(t)||2

)

|Ψ(r)〉dt (4)

+
f

∑
k=1

Mop

∑
j=1

(

Âk j|Ψ(r)(t)〉
||Âk j|Ψ(r)(t)〉||2

−|Ψ(r)〉
)

dξk j(t) (5)

where dξk j is Poisson increment with zero mean and a variance defined by the rate of dissipative

channel Âk j. For Markovian dynamics, it is computationally more efficient to propagate each

stochastic wavepacket as piecewise deterministic processes.10 The stochastic wavepacket, Ψ(r)(t),

is propagated over a short time interval dt under the operation of a non-Hermitian hamiltonian,

which contains a dissipative term (see Eq. (4)). The environment induces fluctuations in the system

(the term in Eq. (5)), which is accounted for by sampling the distribution of waiting times. On

average over many realizations of the stochastic process, the ensemble dynamics reproduces that

of the reduced density matrix. The details of the MCWP method and its algorithm can be found

elsewhere.25,43

We have recently implemented the MCWP algorithm in the Heidelberg Multi-Configuration

Time-Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) code50 to study dissipative quantum dynamics. We dubbed

the method sMCTDH for “stochastic MCTDH”. Here we only focus on the specific form of the

non-Hermitian hamiltonian chosen for the sMCTDH method, corresponding to Eq. (4)

Ĥ = Ĥsys −
ih̄
2

f

∑
k=1

Mop

∑
j=1

Â
†
k j
(T )Âk j(T ) (6)
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where Ĥsys is the system hamiltonian, the specific form of which will be discussed in Section

III.
Mop

∑
j=1

Â
†
k j(T )Âk j(T ) is a temperature-dependent dissipation operator with bath temperature T ,

and h̄ is the reduced Planck constant. This factorizable form of the dissipation operator is also

consistent with the form of the MCTDH wavefunction. We chose Mop = 3 for each mode k and

the corresponding three different dissipation channels can be defined for each individual mode of

the system of interest by the following operators25,26,44

Âk 1(T ) = µk(T ) ŵk, Âk 2(T ) = νk(T ) p̂k, Âk 3 = κk

(

ŵk +
i

mk ωk

p̂k

)

. (7)

Here, ŵk is the multiplicative operator of a generalized coordinate for mode k and p̂k is the asso-

ciated momentum operator. As ŵ is multiplicative operator, we may leave out the circumflex over

the symbol, when the symbol represents the coordinate. ωk is the harmonic angular frequency of

the potential considered and mk is the corresponding reduced mass. The first two operators Âk1(T )

and Âk2(T ) induce fluctuations in the system. The operator Âk3 is the generalized lowering op-

erator for mode k. With the above definition, Eq. (7), the dynamics of a two-dimensional model

system consisting of two coupled vibrational modes was investigated in our previous work.25 In

the strong intermode coupling regime a hyperthermal behaviour of the high-energy mode was

observed at asymptotic times. This hyperthermal behaviour was particularly strong for the case

where the high-energy mode relaxes more slowly than the low-energy mode. In our the previous

work25, we gave convincing evidence that the hyperthermal behaviour arises from intermode cou-

pling. In order to reduce the effect of intermode coupling, we advocate here a linear transformation

of the generalized set of coordinates wk to a normal mode representation denoted Qk defined by

the following reciprocal relations:

Qk =
f

∑
l=1

ckl

√
mlwl (8)

wl =
f

∑
k=1

clk√
ml

Qk (9)

For the sake of clarity, we call in this paper the coordinates wl local mode coordinates. The

coefficients ckl compose the orthonormal eigenvectors of the hessian matrix

H f =



















1
m1

∂ 2V

∂w2
1

1√
m1m2

∂ 2V
∂w1∂w2

. . . 1√
m1m f

∂ 2V
∂w1∂w f

1√
m2m1

∂ 2V
∂w2∂w1

1
m2

∂ 2V

∂w2
2

. . . 1√
m2m f

∂ 2V
∂w2∂w f

...
...

. . .
...

1√
m f m1

∂ 2V
∂w f ∂w1

1√
m f m2

∂ 2V
∂w f ∂w2

. . . 1
m f

∂ 2V

∂w2
f



















(10)
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where V is the potential energy hypersurface. That allows us to decouple the modes exactly upto

second order in the potential expansion. All higher-order couplings will still remain after the

transformation. The angular frequency ω ′
k for the corresponding normal mode is calculated from

the eigenvalue (λk) of H f .

ω ′
k =

√

λk (11)

The conjugate momentum of Qk can be defined as

p̂Qk
=−ih̄

f

∑
l=1

∂wl

∂Qk

∂

∂wl

(12)

The quantity ∂wl

∂Qk
= clk√

ml
is just a number, which can be straightforwardly calculated from the

linear transformation, Eq. (9). Using the normal mode coordinate Qk with frequency ω ′
k and

the corresponding conjugate momentum p̂Qk
as defined in Eq. (8), (11) and (12), the dissipation

operators can be defined for individual normal modes following Eq. (7)

Âk 1(T ) = µk(T )Qk, Âk 2(T ) = νk(T ) p̂Qk
, Âk 3 = κk

(

Qk +
i

ω ′
k

p̂Qk

)

(13)

Since the normal modes are linear combination of mass-weighted generalized coordinates, the

mass factor is included in the mass-weighted momentum p̂Qk
. Substituting Eq. (8) and Eq. (12)

in Eq. (13) yields a redefinition of the dissipation operators in terms of local mode coordinates

Âk 1(T ) = µk(T )
f

∑
l=1

ckl

√
mlwl, Âk 2(T ) = −ih̄νk(T )

f

∑
l=1

clk√
ml

∂

∂wl

,

Âk 3 = κk

(

f

∑
l=1

(

ckl

√
mlwl +

h̄

ω ′
k

clk√
ml

∂

∂wl

)

)

(14)

We recognize that the dissipation operators in the normal mode representation are simple linear

combinations of the same operators in local mode coordinates. As such, they retain a simple sum-

of-product form compatible with the sMCTDH algorithm. For each mode 3 different mechanisms

for energy dissipation can be identified. Altogether, there will be 3× f dissipation channels that

will give different significance to the overall, effectively temperature-dependent dissipation rate.

The coefficients µk(T ), νk(T ), and κk are chosen to enforce thermal behaviour in an uncoupled

one-dimensional harmonic mode,27,44 and they take the form

µ2
k (T ) =

γkω ′
k

2h̄

(

coth
( h̄ω ′

k

2kB T

)

−1
)

(15)

ν2
k (T ) =

γk

2h̄ω ′
k

(

coth
( h̄ω ′

k

2kB T

)

−1
)

(16)

κ2
k =

γkω ′
k

2h̄
(17)
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and the quantity γk is a rate parameter. The frequency ω ′
k

is obtained from Eq. (11) and thus it contains the information on the intermode coupling up to

second order. For a derivation of Eqs. (15)-(17), the reader is referred to the literature.25

Alternatively, the temperature-dependent coefficients µk(T ) and νk(T ) can be defined as

µ̃k(T ) = κke−h̄ω ′
k/2kBT (18)

ν̃k(T ) =− i
ω ′

k

κke−h̄ω ′
k/2kBT (19)

With this new definition of the coefficients, the dissipation operators in Eq. (13) can be rewritten

as

Âk 1(T )+ Âk 2(T ) = κk e−h̄ω ′
k/2kBT

(

Qk −
i

ω ′
k

p̂Qk

)

Âk 3 = κk

(

Qk +
i

ω ′
k

p̂Qk

)

(20)

It can be recognized that the sum of the first two dissipation operators, Âk 1(T )+ Âk 2(T ), becomes

a generalized raising operator. The rates associated with the upward and downward transitions

are now related via the constant κk, and they are constrained to impose thermal detailed balance

exactly. Note that the factor of 2 in the exponent is necessary because the rates appear squared

in the Lindblad equation. The physical interpretation of the new set of operators as temperature-

dependent fluctuations and dissipation terms is blurred, with the expected advantage of reaching

thermal equilibrium at asymptotic times in exactly separable cases. Hence, this definition ensures

that the system will achieve thermal distribution exactly in the limit of the bilinearly coupled

harmonic oscillators, since the normal mode representation decouples exactly the local modes up

to second order in displacements.

The conceptual framework underlying the development of the dissipation operators is that of

vibrational dynamics in polyatomic molecules or at interfaces. In principle, one should expect the

dissipation dynamics to be exact at all times in the limit of harmonic vibrations. However, the basic

ideas are more general. This becomes obvious, when thinking in terms of second quantization.

The more general target is to develop dissipation operators that ideally commute with the system’s

hamiltonian, but this is outside the scope of the present project.

III. MODEL

To study the dissipation dynamics and its thermalization behaviour, we chose a two-dimensional

(2D) model consisting of two coupled oscillators as in our previous work.25 The model is param-

eterized such as to represent a dioxygen molecule adsorbed on a Pt(111) surface,27,51 where the
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O-O and the Pt-O2 bonds are the two coupled oscillators. The O-O vibration (R-mode) will be

considered to be a harmonic mode, and the O2-Pt vibration (Z-mode) will be either a harmonic

mode or an anharmonic mode. The R and Z-modes are represented by the coordinates yR and yZ ,

respectively. We investigate three different types of model potentials for this O2-Pt system below.

A. Anharmonic strong coupling potential

We call anharmonic strong coupling potential a potential in which the Z-mode is anharmonic,

the R-mode is harmonic and the modes are bilinearly coupled. The hamiltonian of such a system

can be written as

Ĥsys =

(

− h̄2

2mR

∂ 2

∂R2

)

+

(

− h̄2

2mZ

∂ 2

∂Z2

)

+De

(

a2
Zy2

Z + a2
R (yR + CyZ)

2
)

(21)

where the last term is the potential V (R,Z). yZ is a Morse coordinate and yR is a harmonic coordi-

nate:

yZ =
1− e−aZ (Z−Ze)

aZ
, yR = R−Re (22)

The quantities aZ and aR are defined as

aZ =

√

mZ ω2
Z

2De
and aR =

√

mR ω2
R

2De
(23)

where De is the depth of the potential well. Here, R is the distance between the two oxygen atoms,

with Re being its value at equilibrium. Z is the distance from the center of mass of the oxygen

molecule to a platinum atom, with Ze being the equilibrium distance. ωZ/R and mZ/R are the

corresponding frequency and mass of the respective modes. The quantity C is a dimensionless

coupling constant. As we focus on the thermalization behaviour in the strong coupling regime

the value of the constant C is chosen as 0.5.25 The reader is referred to ref. 25 for results with

moderate and weaker couplings. For this anharmonic strong coupling potential, the local mode

operators used to define the dissipative operators in Eq. (14) with k = {1,2} take the form

w1 ≡ wZ = yZ −
(

h̄

4mZωZΛZ

)1/2

; w2 ≡ wR = yR (24)

The quantity Λk is defined by Λk = 2De/(h̄ωk). The eigenstates of Ĥsys in Eq. (21) will be denoted

by the ket |nvZ vR
〉, where n = 0,1,2, . . . is a cardinal number specifying the energetic order of the

states, while vZ and vR signify the quantum numbers of those zeroth-order (C = 0 case) states
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which have the strongest participation in the given eigenstate. The set of the first twelve zeroth-

order states and eigenstates is given in Table I. They are computed using the Heidelbebrg MCTDH

package. A basis of 5 single particle functions is used for each mode. The integration is performed

on a primitive grid composed of 64 discrete variable functions (sine-DVR) for each one of the two

modes.

State Relative energies in units of hc cm−1

zeroth-order eigenstates

C = 0 C = 0.5

|000〉 000.0 000.0

|110〉 399.5 384.4

|220〉 770.7 739.6

|301〉 870.0 910.5

|430〉 1113.5 1071.9

|511〉 1269.5 1289.6

|640〉 1427.0 1385.4

|721〉 1640.7 1617.1

|850〉 1713.9 1690.3

|902〉 1740.0 1819.2

|10∗〉 1971.5 1894.8

|11∗〉 1983.5 1995.2

TABLE I. Ordering and energies of zeroth-order states and eigenstates of the anharmonic strong coupling

potential system (see Eq. (21)). All reported energies are relative to the respective ground vibrational state

in units of hc cm−1. The states 10 and 11 with the ∗ symbol constitute a Fermi resonance pair between the

two zeroth-order states |vZ = 6,vR = 0〉 and |vZ = 3,vR = 1〉. The parameters used in Eq. (21) are mZ =

27.48 u, mR = 7.9995 u, h̄ωZ = 53 meV, h̄ωR = 108 meV, Ze = 2.11 Å, Re = 1.37 Å and De = 0.4 eV. The

parameters are taken from refs. 27, 51, 52 and 53.
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Relative energies in units of hc cm−1

zeroth-order eigenstates

State C = 0 State C = 0.1 C = 0.5

|0,0〉 000.0 |01〉 000.0 000.0

|1,0〉 400.0 |(1/2)1〉 400.0 400.0

|2,0〉 800.0 |12〉 799.2 796.0

|0,1〉 800.0 |11〉 800.8 804.0

|3,0〉 1200.0 |(3/2)2〉 1198.6 1193.1

|1,1〉 1200.0 |(3/2)1〉 1201.4 1207.0

|4,0〉 1600.0 |23〉 1597.7 1588.8

|2,1〉 1600.0 |22〉 1600.0 1600.0

|0,2〉 1600.0 |21〉 1602.3 1611.4

|5,0〉 2000.0 |(5/2)3〉 1996.8 1984.1

|3,1〉 2000.0 |(5/2)2〉 2000.0 2000.1

|1,2〉 2000.0 |(5/2)1〉 2003.2 2016.2

TABLE II. Ordering and energies of zeroth-order states and eigenstates of the Fermi resonance potential

system (see Eq. (25)). All reported energies are relative to the respective ground vibrational state in units

of hc cm−1. The parameters used in Eq. (25) are mZ = 27.48 u, mR = 7.9995 u, h̄ωZ = 49.59 meV, h̄ωR =

99.18 meV, Ze = 2.11 Å and Re = 1.37 Å.

B. Fermi resonance potential

Here we investigate another type of strong coupling, i.e., due to a Fermi resonance. To this end,

we use coupled harmonic oscillators both for the R- and Z-modes with coordinates yR = (R−Re)

and yZ = (Z − Ze), respectively. The Z-mode is quadratically coupled with the R-mode by a

dimensionless coupling constant C. The hamiltonian of the system can be written as

Ĥsys =

(

− h̄2

2mR

∂ 2

∂R2

)

+

(

− h̄2

2mZ

∂ 2

∂Z2

)

+

(

1
2

mZω2
Zy2

Z +
1
2

mRω2
R

(

yR +
C

Ze
y2

Z

)2
)

(25)

where the last term is the potential V (R,Z). Here we set ωR = 2ωZ with the remaining parameters

as in the previous example. Since there is a 2:1 ratio between the frequencies of the two modes, due
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to the coupling, the creation/annihilation of one vibrational quanta in the R-mode will indirectly

infer the creation/annihilation of two vibrational quanta in the Z-mode. To leading order, the

coupling is linear in the R-mode, but quadratic in the Z-mode. Because of the energetic resonance

the two modes are strongly coupled even for small value of C. Table II shows the energies of

the first twelve zeroth-order states and eigenstates (C = 0.1 and 0.5) of Ĥsys defined in Eq. (25).

The zeroth-order states are defined by |vZ,vR〉, where vZ and vR are the quantum numbers for the

Z- and R-mode respectively. The eigenstates are labeled using the polyad notation, where the jth

state of the N polyad is denoted as | N j〉. Here, N = max(vR)+max(vZ)/2, where max(vk) refers

to the maximal quantum number of the zeroth-order state, j = 1, . . . ,N + 1, if N is integer, or

j = 1, . . . ,N+1/2, if N is half-integer, and j = 1 designates the eigenstate with the highest energy

within the polyad. This notation was used in refs. 54,55. For the Fermi resonance, the local mode

operators in Eq. (14) take the form (with k ∈ {1,2})

ŵ1 ≡ ŵZ = yZ; ŵ2 ≡ ŵR = yR (26)

C. Bilinearly coupled harmonic potential

Finally, we explore the bilinear coupled harmonic potential, where both R- and Z-modes are

harmonic coordinates yR = (R− Re) and yZ = (Z − Ze), respectively. The model hamiltonian

follows from that of the strongly coupled anharmonic case in Eq. (21) in the limit De → ∞:

Ĥsys =

(

− h̄2

2mR

∂ 2

∂R2

)

+

(

− h̄2

2mZ

∂ 2

∂Z2

)

+

(

1
2

mZω2
Zy2

Z +
1
2

mRω2
R (yR +CyZ)

2
)

(27)

where the last term is the potential V (R,Z). The R- and Z-modes are bilinearly coupled by the

dimensionless coupling constant C. The bilinearly coupled harmonic system is useful because it

can be perfectly decoupled using the normal mode approach. Therefore, it reaches well-defined

limits that can be used to benchmark the dynamics of the system. The value of C is 0.5, as above,

for the investigation in the strong coupling regime. The eigenstates of Ĥsys in Eq. (27) are denoted

by |nvZ vR
〉 as for the case of an anharmonic bilinear strong coupling potential. The energy values

of the first nine zeroth-order states and eigenstates are presented in Table III. In this case, the local

mode operators take the same form as in Eq. (26).
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State Relative energies in units of hc cm−1

zeroth-order eigenstates

C = 0 C = 0.5

|000〉 000.0 000.0

|110〉 395.1 378.4

|220〉 790.1 756.8

|301〉 869.9 908.2

|430〉 1185.2 1135.3

|511〉 1265.1 1286.6

|640〉 1580.2 1513.7

|721〉 1660.1 1665.1

|802〉 1739.9 1816.4

TABLE III. Ordering and energies of zeroth-order states and eigenstates of the bilinearly coupled harmonic

potential system (see Eq. (27)). All reported energies are relative to the respective vibrational ground state

in units of hc cm−1. The parameters used in Eq. (27) are mZ = 27.48 u, mR = 7.9995 u, h̄ωZ = 53 meV and

h̄ωR = 108 meV, Ze = 2.11 Å and Re = 1.37 Å.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We perform sMCTDH simulations with the model potentials described above. The population

dynamics and their thermalization behaviours at two distinct bath temperatures are investigated in

the following subsections: at a “low” temperature of 200 K and a “high” temperature of 400 K.

Studying the dynamics at temperatures much lower than 200 K, or much higher than 400 K poses

technical difficulties as the populations of excited states become either too small, or the number of

realizations needed to obtain converged calculations becomes exceedingly large.

A. Anharmonic strong coupling potential

Figure 1 presents the population dynamics of the eigensates for the anharmonic strong coupling

potential (C = 0.5) described by the system hamiltonian in Eq. (21) at a bath temperature of 200

K. The initial wavefunction is chosen as a product of a Gaussian distribution shifted in Z and a
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Gaussian distribution in R centered at Re. We perform the simulation using two different types

of dissipation coordinates. Figure 1(a) displays the population dynamics using the dissipation

operators as described in Eq. (7), where the dissipation operators are represented in terms of

the local mode coordinates wk defined in Eq. (24). On the other hand, Figure 1(b) shows the

population dynamics using the dissipation operators as described in Eq. (14).

As the initial wavefunction is a displaced wave packet along the Z coordinate the initial pop-

ulations are mostly dominated by the states excited in the Z-mode (e.g. states |1060〉, |850〉 and

|640〉). A few states excited along both the Z- and R-modes (e.g. states |1131〉 and |721〉) are also

contributing to the initial population due to strong intermode coupling. With time the population

of the excited states transfers to the lower states, mostly via the Z-channel because the dissipation

rate along the Z-mode is faster (γ−1
Z = 0.5 ps) compared to that along the R-mode (γ−1

R = 2 ps

). Finally, the populations go to the ground state, which takes the energy from the bath and re-

excites state |301〉 along the R-mode. The early time dynamics for both the local mode and normal

coordinates are mostly similar in nature. Their behaviour is different at asymptotic times, when

the equilibrium is reached. As our interest is on the thermalization of the system, this long-time

behaviour will be the focus of the analysis.

When dissipation is mediated by operators in the local mode representation, Figure 1(a) reveals

that the first excited states along each mode reach about the same population. This behaviour is

in principle inline with a Boltzmann distribution since state |301〉 has a higher energy than state

|110〉. The overtone of the Z-mode, state |220〉, is found at an energy similar to state |301〉, with a

separation of about 170 cm−1 (see Table I). Consequently, their character become highly mixed

by the strong potential coupling. This apparently leads to an unphysically high population of the

R-mode (state |301〉) at asymptotic times, while also suppressing the population of the overtone,

state |220〉.

This problem is resolved by using the normal mode approach for the dissipation, i.e. when

using Eq. (14) instead of Eq. (7), as shown in Figure 1(a). The asymptotic population of state |301〉
which corresponds to equilibrium is found to be strongly reduced. Interestingly, the population of

state |110〉 is almost unchanged when moving from the local mode (Eq. (7)) to the normal mode

representation, Eq. (14), of the dissipation operators. This could be explained by the fact that

state |110〉 (Z-mode) exhibits less mixing character even for strong intermode coupling. In Table

I, the energetic effect of this strong coupling is nonetheless clearly observed. De facto, at 200

K, the system at equilibrium can be reduced to a two-level system. The temperature associated
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with this equilibrium can be estimated from the population of the ground state and of state |110〉 at

asymptotic times by inverting the Boltzmann distribution and using the energies in Table I. From

Figure 1(a) we find (202 ± 4) K by averaging the populations over the last two picoseconds, which

matches well with the simulation temperature (200 K).

The population dynamics using the normal modes at a bath temperature of 400 K is shown in

Figure 2 with the same initial condition as in Figure 1. The populations for different states reach

almost constant values at asymptotic times. Here the population of states |220〉 and |301〉 are almost

the same. Yet, state |220〉 has lower energy than state |301〉 (see Table I), such that the latter should

have a population at equilibrium that is smaller by a factor of about 1.8 from that of the former if

the system is to obey thermal detailed balance. This is an indication that, despite the improvement

in the thermalization behaviour resulting from the normal mode representation of the dissipation

operators, population dissipation from the states |220〉 and |301〉 cannot be fully decoupled. As a

consequence, state |220〉 and |301〉 apparently do not lead to a proper thermal behaviour at higher

temperature.

In order to better understand the thermalized nature of the equilibrated dynamics from the above

populations, ln(Pn/P0) is calculated as a function of the energy difference to the ground state,

En −E0. For this study, dissipation dynamics is calculated with Eq. (14), exclusively. The results

are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) for 200 and 400 K, respectively. To evaluate the convergence of

the dynamics with respect to the number of realizations of the stochastic process, the population

Pn of the nth eigenstate is first averaged over a particular time interval at asymptotic times. Figure

3 depicts the linear regression of ln(Pn/P0) as a function of En−E0 obtained for four different time

intervals ([10,11], [11,12], [12,13] and [13,14] ps). All eigenstates with populations below 10−6

are neglected for the fitting. While the average slopes are drawn as solid lines, the maximum and

minimum range among the statistical errors obtained as the uncertainty on the slopes of all fits is

shown by a shaded grey cone. The dashed red line is the theoretically calculated slope (1/kBT )

from the Boltzmann distribution at 200 K (panel (a)) and 400 K (panel (b)). In both cases, the fits

are well grouped and they reveal statistically significant trends. Figure 3(a) shows that all fitted

curves including their statistical error cone pass above the theoretical expected dashed red line. The

system thus remains hyperthermal at 200 K for the anharmonic strong coupling potential despite

the normal mode approach of Eq. (14). This hyperthermal behaviour arises because the dissipation

operators are only decoupled to second order. On the other hand, a slightly hypothermal behaviour

is seen in Figure 3(b) at a bath temperature of 400 K. This different behaviour compared to a
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system at 200 K is possibly due to the choice of the temperature-dependence for the coefficients

µ(T ) and ν(T ) (see Eq. (15) and (16)), which is physically well-motivated27 but not strictly valid

at all temperatures.44 We shall review this point later on in this work. In general, although the

general trends in population for strongly coupled systems are in much better agreement with the

ensemble temperatures, the detailed behaviour remains somewhat difficult to predict.

B. Fermi resonance potential

Figure 4 displays the population dynamics for the harmonic Fermi resonance potential (see Eq.

(25)) with a bath temperature of 200 K for weak intermode coupling (C = 0.1). The left and right

panels show the population dynamics of the eigenstates (see Figure 4(a)) and zeroth-order states

(see Figure 4(b)) of the system hamiltonian (see Eq. (25)), respectively. The dissipation operator

is represented by Eq. (14) in both cases. The initial wavefunction for both cases is chosen as

eigenstate |(5/2)2〉 of the dissipation-free hamiltonian Ĥsys (see Eq. (25)). As a result the initial

population is found completely in eigenstate |(5/2)2〉 when reporting the population dynamics in

the eigenstates basis (see Figure 4(a)). On the other hand, states |1,2〉 (major with 63% population)

and |5,0〉 (minor with 37% population) dominate the initial population in the zeroth-order basis

(see Figure 4(b)). This shows that the initial state |(5/2)2〉 is a strong mixture of |1,2〉 and |5,0〉,
with almost no contribution of |3,1〉.

At early times (before 2ps), the dynamics in the eigenstate basis follows two paths. One path is

the sequential decay from one polyad to the next. The population dynamics (see Fig. 4(a)) suggests

that this sequential path alternates between fast and slow population transfers. We attribute this

behaviour to the strong character mixing in the Fermi resonance. At each step, the relaxation is

dominated either by its fast component (Z-mode, γ−1
Z = 500 fs) or its slow component (R-mode,

γ−1
Z = 2 ps).

The second path involves redistribution of energy within the (5/2) polyad via a slow transition.

Given that these states are eigenstates of the system, this slow transition must involve the bath. It

is followed by a fast transition to the {|23〉, |21〉} states, and a slow transition to the (3/2) polyad.

These two paths can be depicted as (scheme I)
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|(5/2)2〉 |22〉
|(3/2)2〉
|(3/2)1〉

|12〉
|11〉

|(1/2)1〉 |01〉

|(5/2)3〉
|(5/2)1〉

|23〉
|21〉

F S F S F

S

F

S

F: Fast

S: Slow

The energy relaxation behaviour can be alternatively understood with the help of zeroth-order

states. Two relaxation paths can be identified from the two dominantly populated zeroth-order

states (scheme II)

minor (37%) |5,0〉 |4,0〉 |3,0〉 |2,0〉 |1,0〉
F (0.1 ps) F (0.125 ps) F (0.167 ps) F (0.25 ps)

major (63%) |1,2〉 |0,2〉

|1,1〉

|0,1〉 |0,0〉
F (0.5 ps)

S (1 ps)

S (1 ps)

F (0.5 ps)

S (2 ps)

F (0.5 ps)IC (5.2 ps) IC (7.2 ps) IC (11.9 ps) IC (20.8 ps)

F: Fast
S: Slow

IC: Internal Conversion

The timescales given in parenthesis are estimated from the rate parameters γZ/R in Eq. (15) using

the harmonic scaling law. The internal conversion (IC) timescales refer to population transfer

within a polyad and are calculated from the energetic splitting within that polyad. The early-time

dynamics in Figure 4(b) reveals that the minor component, state |5,0〉, which is a highly excited

state along the Z-mode relaxes sequentially and rapidly since the associate rate is faster. The major

channel starts with the fast |1,2〉 → |0,2〉 transition mediated by the loss of one quantum along

the Z-mode due to relaxation via the bath. Internal conversion between states |0,2〉 and |4,0〉 is

possible because the two states are part of the same polyad. Consequently, the relaxation would

continue along the fast sequential path along the Z-mode (upper row in scheme II). The alternative

path involves relaxation of a quantum in the R-mode to reach the |0,1〉 state (lower row in scheme

II). It can also be reached via the |1,1〉 state in two steps, first by loosing a quantum in the slow

R-mode and then in the fast Z-mode. The population dynamics reveals that these two sequential

paths with alternating slow-fast relaxation towards state |0,1〉 are the dominant ones.

In the zeroth-order representation, population accumulates in the lowest-lying excited state
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along the R-mode. This is because relaxation along R is slower. In the eigenstate basis, population

accumulates in the polyad, 1. It is the lowest-lying polyad that contains strong character of the

R-mode. The energy of the Z-mode is half that of the R-mode. The state |(1/2)1〉 is dominated

by the Z-character, which undergoes faster relaxation than the R-mode. Thus, population transfer

from the 1 polyad to state |(1/2)1〉 is the rate limiting step.

By construction, populations for both eigenstates and zeroth-order states (see Figure 4(a) and

4(b)) reach constant equilibrium values at asymptotic times. The coefficients Eqs. (15) to (17)

used in the dissipation operators are chosen to aim for a thermal equilibrium, at least in the case

of uncoupled harmonic oscillators. The decoupling approach proposed in this work yields ther-

mal equilibrium also in the case of resonant coupling. To verify this, the population PN j
of the

eigenstates |N j〉 in Figure 4(a) is used to fit ln(PN j
/P01) as a function of energy EN j

-E01 . Figure

5 depicts the result of the linear fits (shown by the colour coded solid lines) when the asymptotic

populations are averaged over time intervals [20,21] and [21,22] ps. The gray shaded cone shows

the maximum and minimum range among the associated statistical error related to the fitting. The

colour coded lines essentially overlap, which indicates that the calculations are statistically con-

verged. The theoretically expected dashed red line from a Boltzmann distribution at 200 K fits

very well within the error of the fits. A similarly good result can be obtained for strong intermode

coupling (C = 0.5). This implies that the Fermi resonance model system can be decoupled and

thermalized very effectively using the approach based on normal modes in the Lindblad operator.

Despite the weak intermode potential coupling in the example discussed, the presence of the

Fermi resonance leads to a strong degree of mode mixing in the model system. This implies that

both degrees of freedom should reach the same temperature, while this is not necessarily the case

for coupled modes in general (see next section and Appendix). Figure 6 depicts the time evolution

of temperatures calculated from the reduced populations of zeroth-order states along each mode.

These quantities are calculated from the dynamics reported in Figure 4(b) as partial traces:

P
(r)
vZ
(t) = ∑

vR

PvZ vR
(t) (28)

P
(r)
vR
(t) = ∑

vZ

PvZ vR
(t) , (29)

where PvZ vR
(t) is the population for state |vZ,vR〉 at time t. The state temperature TvZ/R

(t) is defined

by inverting the Boltzmann distribution

TvZ/R
(t) =

εvZ/R
− ε0

kB

{

ln

(

P
(r)
0 (t)

P
(r)
vZ/R

(t)

)}−1

. (30)
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Here, εvZ/R
is the energy of the vZ/Rth vibrational state of mode Z/R, respectively, defined from

the 1D potentials given in Eq. (25) by putting C = 0. The temperatures calculated from Eq. (30)

for the reduced populations of states vZ = {1,2,3,4,5} (blue lines) and vR = {1,2,3} (red lines)

are presented as a function of time in Figure 6(a) for C = 0.1 and in Figure 6(b) for C = 0.5.

All states in both the Z- and R-modes start with different initial temperatures – here depicted

from 2 ps onward – which are generally high compared to the bath temperature (200 K). Even-

tually, they all reach the bath temperature. The Z-mode has the fast relaxation rate in the model

and all associated excited states rapidly reach the same temperature, following the same type of

exponential decay. The slower R-mode behaves differently. Since relaxation from a higher excited

state is faster, the vR = 3 population reaches first the bath temperature, followed by the vR = 2

population. The temperature associated with the vR = 1 state remains hyperthermal for a longer

time before also reaching the bath temperature. The fact that all reduced populations of a given

mode reach the same temperature is an indication that the system is found at thermal equilibrium

(see also Figure 5).

Despite the weak intermode coupling stemming from the potential, the character of the indi-

vidual modes is completely lost in the eigenstates because of the exact resonant mixing of the

zeroth-order states, independently of the size of the coupling strength as shown by the result for

stronger potential coupling (C = 0.5), in Figure 6(b). Here again, all temperatures stabilise at the

bath temperature 200 K, but the equilibration occurs even more rapidly due to stronger intermode

coupling. Interestingly, the stronger intermode coupling leads to higher initial temperatures in the

Z-mode while the R-mode is found at lower temperature compared to the weak coupling case.

Stronger intermode coupling also induces faster relaxation and faster intramolecular vibrational

energy redistribution. While the Fermi resonance condition implies that coupled modes loose

their character in the composition of the system eigenstates, the individual modes reach the same

thermal equilibrium state as in the later case.

The fact that the temperature of the two coupled modes is the same in Figure 6 is due to the

Fermi resonance. It is related to the equivalence of time and state average (ergodic theorem)

as a result of an entirely coherent quantum dynamics, was shown previously at the example of

the wavepacket dynamics of the infrared CH chromophore in CHX3 compounds55. The Fermi

resonance is mediated by the combination of two factors. First, the zeroth order frequencies for

the Z- and R-mode are commensurable, i.e., ωR/ωZ = 2:1 in the present case. Second, the specific

form of the coupling chosen in the model hamiltonian is ∼ yRy2
Z (see Eq. (25)). Such an operator
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can be expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators, where one quantum of vibration

in the R-mode is created while two quanta of vibration in the Z-mode are destroyed, and vise versa.

These two conditions being met, strong intermode mixing becomes possible.

C. Bilinearly coupled harmonic potentials

Figure 7 displays the population dynamics of eigenstates for the bilinearly coupled harmonic

system (see Eq. (27)) with strong coupling (C = 0.5) using dissipation operators described by Eq.

(14). The initial wavefunction is taken as a product of a shifted Gaussian in Z and a Gaussian in R

centered at the equilibrium distance Re. The simulations are carried out at bath temperatures of 200

K and 400 K, and shown in panels (a) and (b), respectively. The initial state predominantly pop-

ulates the ground state (|000〉), as well as excited states along the Z-mode (|110〉, |220〉 and |430〉)
due to initial displacement in Z. A few excited states in the R-mode (|301〉, |511〉 and |721〉) are

also weakly populated due to the strong intermode coupling. The figure shows the usual sequential

exchanges of population among different states and modes, before finally reaching an equilibrium

at asymptotic times. The asymptotic populations of the excited states are higher for 400 K com-

pared to 200 K, and the qualitative aspect of the equilibrium for the dominantly populated states

is physically correct.

In order to understand the nature of the equilibrium, the populations of the eigenstates from

Figure 7 are used to plot ln(Pn/P0) as a function of energy En −E0 using the method already dis-

cussed in Figures 3 and 5. The results are plotted in Figure 8(a) and 8(b) for 200 K and 400 K,

respectively. Although the intermode coupling is strong the system reaches thermal equilibrium at

200 K within the error bars. Despite the improvement proposed by decoupling via normal mode

analysis Eq. (14), the population dynamics exhibits a hypothermal behaviour for a bath at a tem-

perature of 400 K. Since the normal mode transformation should be exact for a bilinearly coupled

harmonic system, this result is cause of concerns. The error introduced in the model at higher

temperature likely stems from the definition of the coefficients used in the Lindblad operators. It

is thus interesting to investigate the behaviour of the other type of generalized raising/lowering

operators, defined by Eq. (20).

The population dynamics of the eigenstates for the bilinearly coupled harmonic system is dis-

played in Figure 9. The initial conditions are the same as described above. Panels (a) and (b) show

the simulations at a bath temperature of 200 K and 400 K, respectively. At 200 K, the population
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dynamics is quantitatively the same as the one shown in Figure 7(a) using the original definition

of the constants µk(T ) and νk(T ). The population of state |301〉 is visibly reduced at 400 K com-

pared to Figure 7(b), with all remaining states bearing little to no population. To provide a more

quantitative picture of the system temperature, averaged populations are fitted according to the

Boltzmann law as in the previous case studies. Figure 10, panels (a) and (b) display the fit of

ln(Pn/P0) as a function of En−E0 at 200 K and 400 K, respectively. For the fit, the individual state

populations are averaged over four different time intervals: [10,11], [11,12], [12,13] and [13,14]

ps. All eigenstates with population below 10−6 are neglected for the fit. The maximum and min-

imum range among the errors related to the fits (solid line) is shown by a shaded gray cone. The

dashed red line is the theoretical line calculated from the Boltzmann distribution for 200 K and

400 K, respectively. In both cases, the theoretical dashed red line matches perfectly within the

fitting error.

This confirms that the ensemble behaves as a thermal distribution at both the lower and higher

temperature investigated here. At the lower temperature, the population of the higher excited states

is much smaller and the slope is steeper. Further, the numerical uncertainty in their determination is

larger, such that the statistical error on the slope is larger than at the higher temperature. Finally, the

earlier time interval, [10,11] ps (green line in Figure 10(a)), yields a higher temperature than that

of the bath, which is indicative that the system is not completely equilibrated at those early time

intervals. Toward the end of the simulation (magenta and dark blue lines), the fitted temperature

is slightly lower than the bath temperature. It is worth studying the effect of the new dissipation

operators on the previously investigated system of coupled anharmonic potentials and to compare

the results with those obtained in section IV A, in particular in Figure 3. The plots obtained for

the anharmonic strong coupling potential with the dissipation operators defined in Eq. ((20) are

displayed in the insets of Figure 10. The hyperthermal behaviour is still recognized at 200 K, but

it is much smaller at 400 K. We attribute this to a more significant population of the higher excited

states, which leads to smaller numerical errors in the populations and in the fits.

The hyperthermal behaviour arises because the dissipation operators defined in Eq. (20) do

not depend on energy. The operators lead to the creation/annihilation of a well defined energy

quantum. While such operators fit well the case of harmonic oscillators, they fail in the case of

anharmonic potentials. Morse-type anharmonic oscillators for instance have levels with decreasing

energetic spacing. Consequently, the raising/lowering dissipation operators fulfill the detailed

balance condition only approximately at higher energies. This is likely the origin of the skewed
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population distribution.

In contrast to the Fermi resonance case discussed in the section IV B, the two modes are not

found at the same temperature for the bilinearly coupled harmonic potential even when the sys-

tem has reached thermal equilibrium. Figure 11 depicts the time dependent mode temperatures

calculated from Eq. (30) for the reduced populations of the lowest-lying states along the Z-mode

(vZ = {1,2,3,4,5}, blue lines) and along the R-mode (vR = {1,2,3}, red lines) similarly to Fig-

ure 6. While the temperatures for a given mode converge to the same value, the temperatures of

the two modes are different. This shows that the modes belong to different thermal ensembles:

the temperature of the low-frequency Z-mode is close to the bath temperature of 200 K, but the

high-frequency R-mode has a temperature of about 370 K.

A rationale for the asymptotic stabilisation of the modes at a temperature different from the

bath and from the other modes is given in the Appendix, where it is shown that a thermalized

ensemble of multi-dimensional eigenstates does not necessarily imply thermalization of individ-

ual modes of the zeroth-order basis. This finding is in stark contrast with the Fermi resonance,

where strong mode mixing and thermalization at a single temperature was observed even for weak

intermode coupling. In the present case, the strong intermode coupling does not lead to strong

mode mixing. Rather, rapid coherent population transfer between the two modes takes place at

early times, as observed from the fast oscillations of the individual state temperatures in Figure 11.

At longer times, these coherent oscillations disappear and differential thermalization occurs. This

is indicative of a very different physical origin of the intermode coupling. The Fermi resonance

redistributes population among essentially isoenergetic states of different modes.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have used the Monte Carlo wave packet method implemented in the Hei-

delberg MCTDH package to study dissipative dynamics in 2D model systems subject to strong

intermode coupling. In our previous work,25 we have shown that under certain circumstances

the dissipation operators constructed from the system coordinates can lead to a hyperthermal be-

haviour of modes due to intermode coupling. To alleviate this issue, we have investigated the

potential of a linear transformation of the dissipation operators from the generalized coordinates

describing the system to their normal mode representation, which reduces intermode coupling up

to the second order. We have first studied the equilibration dynamics for three different model
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potentials in the strong coupling regime. For the anharmonic strong coupling potential, although

the use of normal modes improves the thermal behaviour at the asymptotic times compared to

generalized coordinates, the overall trend from the Boltzmann distribution of states remains hy-

perthermal for a bath at 200 K temperature. This is because the transformation to the normal

modes can not fully eliminate the intermode coupling due to the anharmonicity. On the other

hand, the population dynamics at 400 K shows a hypothermal behaviour. This is partly due to

the temperature-dependent constants related to dissipation operators which do not strictly enforce

thermal detailed balance at all temperatures.

In the case of the coupled harmonic Fermi resonance potential, the system achieves the ex-

pected thermal distribution. The Fermi resonance also mixes both modes strongly, even for weak

coupling, and the individual mode characteristics are completely lost. As a consequence, both

modes are observed to reach the same temperature at equilibrium.

Finally, we have studied the thermalization dynamics for a bimodal harmonic potential with

strong bilinear coupling, where the modes are perfectly decoupled in the normal mode represen-

tation. Although the population dynamics at 200 K reaches the expected thermal distribution,

a hypothermal behaviour is observed at 400 K, which stems in part from the definition of the

temperature-dependent constants in the dissipation operator.

An alternative form of generalized raising/lowering operators allowed us to enforce exactly the

correct thermal distribution in the case of the bilinearly coupled harmonic potential. Despite the

strong intramolecular coupling for the harmonic case, the two modes reach different temperatures

at equilibrium because of the specific form of the intermode coupling. This is in contrast with the

harmonic Fermi resonance case, where strong mode mixing dominates the thermalization dynam-

ics of the individual modes due to exact commensurable frequencies and the specific form of the

leading coupling term. These new dissipation operators also perform well for anharmonic poten-

tials, in particular at higher bath temperatures where higher excited states are more significantly

populated. The small hyperthermal behaviour for the anharmonic case is related to the form of

dissipation operators adopted in this work, which are not energy dependent. Finding energy de-

pendent dissipation operators to get exact thermalization even for anharmonic cases is of future

research interest. We also plan to compare the findings from the present work with results obtained

from an explicit modeling of the bath in a multi-layer treatment of the dynamics in MCTDH.
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APPENDIX:

The aim of this derivation is to demonstrate that a thermalized ensemble of multi-dimensional

eigenstate does not necessarily imply thermalization of the individual modes at the same temper-

ature. Our starting point is an incoherent ensemble of eigenstates (|i〉) described by the density

matrix

ρ = ∑
i

pi|i〉〈i| (A1)

with populations distributed according to the Boltzmann law

pi =
e−Ei/kBT

Z
(A2)

Here, Ei is the energy of state i and Z is the partition function. In general, we can write

H |i〉= Ei |i〉 (A3)

As a minimal model, we will study a system with two degrees of freedom. The hamiltonian thus

takes the form

H = H1+H2 +V (A4)

where H1 and H2 are the zeroth-order hamiltonian of modes 1 and 2, respectively, and V is the

potential coupling between the two modes. The individual mode hamiltonians can be used to

defined a zeroth-order basis from the stationary Schrödinger equation

H1|α〉= ε
(1)
α |α〉 ; H2|β 〉= ε

(2)
β |β 〉 (A5)
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where α and β are zeroth order states with energy ε
(1)
α and ε

(2)
β , respectively. The coupled eigen-

states |i〉 of the full hamiltonian can be written as linear combinations of Hartree products

|i〉= ∑
αβ

ci,αβ |α〉⊗ |β 〉 (A6)

This structure can be exploited to evaluate the reduced populations of each mode by taking the

partial trace of the density matrix ρ over the remaining degree of freedom (DOF).

Case 1

The simplest case is that of uncoupled modes, which implies that the eigenstates of the total

hamiltonian can be written as a single Hartree product with an energy defined from the single

mode energies

|i〉= |α〉⊗ |β 〉 ; Ei = ε
(1)
α + ε

(2)
β

(A7)

In such a case the partition function takes a factorizable form

Z = ∑
αβ

e
−(ε

(1)
α +ε

(2)
β )/kBT

=

(

∑
α

e−ε
(1)
α /kBT

)(

∑
β

e
−(ε

(2)
β /kBT

)

= Z1Z2 (A8)

The associated population computed from the Boltzmann distribution becomes equally factoriz-

able

pi =
e
−(ε

(1)
α +ε

(2)
β )/kBT

Z
=

(

e−ε
(1)
α /kBT

Z1

)(

e
−ε

(2)
β /kBT

Z2

)

(A9)

This simplification should lead to independent thermalization in each mode.

The reduced density matrix of a given mode can be obtained by tracing out one DOF, e.g.,

ρ(1) = Tr(2) (ρ) (A10)

In the factorizable case, we can write

ρ = ∑
αβ

ραβ |α〉〈α|⊗ |β 〉〈β | (A11)
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where the element of the density matrix are the populations defined above, ραβ = pi. Taking the

partial trace over the second DOF leads to

ρ(1) = Tr(2)

(

∑
αβ

ραβ |α〉〈α|⊗ |β 〉〈β |
)

= ∑
γ

∑
αβ

ραβ |α〉〈α|⊗〈γ|β 〉〈β |γ〉

= ∑
α

(

∑
β

ραβ

)

|α〉〈α| (A12)

Since the populations ραβ are factorizable, we can rewrite

∑
β

ραβ = ∑
β

e−ε
(1)
α /kBT

Z1

e
−ε

(1)
β

/kBT

Z2

=
e−ε

(1)
α /kBT

Z1





∑β e
−ε

(2)
β

/kBT

Z2





=
e−ε

(1)
α /kBT

Z1
= ρ

(1)
α (A13)

This leads to the following reduced density matrix

ρ(1) = ∑
α

p
(1)
α |α〉〈α| (A14)

for which the populations follow a Boltzmann distribution, p
(1)
α = e−ε

(1)
α /kBT

Z1
. Since the two DOF

are thermalized independently, we can conclude that, when the hamiltonian is separable, i.e. the

coupling vanishes, V → 0, the reduced probability are distributed thermally, at the same tempera-

ture.

Case 2

In the more general case where the coupling does not vanish, thermalization of the individual

modes is not necessarily observed at equilibrium. Let us first define the coupled density matrix

from the coupled eigenstates in Eq. (A7), that is

ρ = ∑
i

pi ∑
αβα ′β ′

ci,αβ c⋆i,α ′β ′|α〉〈α ′|⊗ |β 〉〈β ′| (A15)
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Taking the partial trace of the coupled density matrix yields

ρ(1) = Tr(2) (ρ) = ∑
i

pi ∑
γ

∑
αβα ′β ′

ci,αβ c⋆i,α ′β ′ |α〉〈α ′|⊗〈γ|β 〉〈β ′|γ〉

= ∑
i

pi ∑
αα ′β

ci,αβ c⋆i,α ′β |α〉〈α ′|

= ∑
αα ′

(

∑
iβ

pici,αβ c⋆i,α ′β

)

|α〉〈α ′|

= ∑
αα ′

ρ
(1)
αα ′ |α〉〈α ′| (A16)

This represents a fully coherent reduced density matrix, in which all states |α〉 are coherently

interacting with all other states |α ′〉 of a given mode via the other DOF. The diagonal elements of

the reduced density matrix can be recast as

ραα = ∑
iβ

pici,αβ c⋆i,αβ = ∑
i

pi ∑
β

|ci,αβ |2 = ∑
i

piwi,α (A17)

with weights wi,α = ∑β |ci,αβ |2. These diagonal elements are populations of the different states

|α〉 In general, the population do not have to obey a Boltzmann distribution because the weight

wi,α are different for different values of {i,α}, and they depend on the coupling strength V and

the other mode indirectly via the expansion coefficients ci,αβ .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Evolution of population of selected eigenstates within the two-dimensional model for O2/Pt(111)

with the anharmonic strong coupling potential (see Eq. (21)) at 200 K bath temperature for (a) local mode

approach (Eq. (7)) and (b) normal mode approach (Eq. (14)). The initial wavefunction is chosen as a

product of a shifted Gaussian in Z (center = 2.40 Å, width = 0.039 Å) and a Gaussian in R (center = 1.37 Å,

width = 0.049 Å). The relaxation parameter are γ−1
Z = 0.5 ps and γ−1

R = 2 ps and the coupling strength is C

= 0.5. The solid black line indicates the sum of populations of the states which are presented.

FIG. 2. Evolution of population of selected eigenstates basis within the two-dimensional model for

O2/Pt(111) with anharmonic strong coupling potential (see Eq. (21)) using normal mode approach (Eq.

(14)) at 400 K bath temperature. The initial conditions, the relaxation parameters and the coupling constant

are same as Figure 1.

FIG. 3. Fit (solid line) of ln(Pn/P0) as a function of En −E0 at bath temperatures (a) 200 K and (b) 400 K

evaluated from Figures 1(b) and 2 at different time interval as indicated by the colour code key (valid for

both panels). The gray shaded cone shows the maximum and minimum range among the errors related to

all fits. The dashed red line is the theoretically expected behavior from the Boltzmann distribution at the

respective bath temperatures.

FIG. 4. Evolution of population of selected (a) eigenstates and (b) zeroth-order states for a two-dimensional

harmonic Fermi resonance potential (see Eq. (25)) coupled to a bath at 200 K. The initial wavefunction is

chosen as an eigenstate |(5/2)2〉 of the system hamiltonian (see Eq. (25)). The relaxation parameters are

γ−1
Z = 0.5 ps and γ−1

R = 2 ps and the coupling strength is C = 0.1. Within a same polyad some eigenstates

have almost equal population throughout the simulation period. Those states are {|12〉, |11〉}, {|(3/2)2〉,

|(3/2)1〉}, {|23〉, |21〉}, and {|(5/2)3〉, |(5/2)1〉}.
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FIG. 5. Fit (solid line) of ln(PN j
/P01) as a function of EN j

−E01 for a bath temperature of 200 K evaluated

from Figure 4(a) at two different time intervals as indicated by the colour code. The gray shaded cone

shows the maximum and minimum range among the errors related to all fits. The dashed red line is the

theoretically expected behavior from the Boltzmann distribution at the bath temperature.

FIG. 6. Temperature TvZ/R
for different vZ and vR evaluated using Eq. (30) for Fermi resonance potential as

a function of time for a bath at a temperature of 200 K. Panel (a) weak potential coupling, C = 0.1. Panel

(b) strong potential coupling, C = 0.5.

FIG. 7. Evolution of population of selected eigenstates within the two-dimensional model for O2/Pt(111)

at (a) 200 K and (b) 400 K for the bilinearly coupled harmonic potentials (see Eq. (27)). The initial

wavefunction is chosen as a product of a shifted Gaussian in Z (center = 2.20 Å, width = 0.039 Å) and a

Gaussian in R (center = 1.37 Å, width = 0.049 Å). The relaxation parameters are γ−1
Z = 0.5 ps and γ−1

R = 2

ps and the coupling strength is C = 0.5.

FIG. 8. Fit (solid line) of ln(Pn/P0) as a function of En −E0 for bath temperatres (a) 200 K and (b) 400

K evaluated from Figures 7(a) and 7(b) at two different time intervals as indicated by the colour code.

The gray shaded cone shows the maximum and minimum range among the errors related to all fits. The

dashed red line is the theoretically expected behavior from the Boltzmann distribution at the respective bath

temperatures.

FIG. 9. Evolution of population of selected eigenstates basis within the two-dimensional model for

O2/Pt(111) at (a) 200 K and (b) 400 K for the bilinearly coupled harmonic potential (see Eq. (27)) and

modified dissipation operators based on Eqs. (18) to (20). The initial conditions, relaxation parameters and

the coupling constant are same as Figure 7.
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FIG. 10. Fit (solid line) of ln(Pn/P0) as a function of En −E0 evaluated for the bilinearly coupled harmonic

potentials as evaluated from Figures 9(a) and 9(b) at bath temperatures 200 K (a) and 400 K (b) and different

time intervals as indicated by the colour code key (valid for both panels). The gray shaded cone shows the

maximum and minimum range among the errors related to all fits. The dashed red line is the theoretically

expected behavior from the Boltzmann distribution at the respective bath temperatures. The insets show the

equivalent results for the anharmonic strong coupling potential (see Eq. (21)).

FIG. 11. Temperature TvZ/R
for different vZ and vR evaluated using Eq. (30) for the bilinearly coupled

harmonic potential using modified dissipation operators based on Eqs. (18) to (20) as a function of time for

a bath at a temperature of 200 K.
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